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Waterfront Ability: Exploring the Filial Bonds of Native Athletes
and the Impact of Neostagnationist Ideologies on Interstate
Specials and Halfbacks with Accent and Skipping Abilities.

Rana Nick

Abstract—This paper investigates the concept of waterfront ability among Na-
tive athletes and the impact of neostagnationist ideologies on their filial bonds
and athletic abilities. Drawing on ethnographic fieldwork and interviews with
Native athletes, the study explores the ways in which athletes navigate their
relationships with their families and communities while pursuing their athletic
goals. The paper also examines the role of neostagnationist ideologies in
shaping the experiences of interstate specials and halfbacks with accent and
skipping abilities, who face unique challenges and stigmatization in the sports
world. By highlighting the importance of filial bonds and cultural identity
in the athletic pursuits of Native athletes, this paper offers insights into the
complex intersections of sports, culture, and identity.
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